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Utrecht, 1918

Gerrit Rietveld sitting in his chair,
Gerard Groenekan standing right behind him

Gerrit Th. Rietveld
For Design Miami 2012, Galerie VIVID is proud to present new contemporary designs alongside several iconic pieces
by Gerrit Rietveld, the great Dutch furniture designer and architect. A highlight of the exhibition will be an unused Rietveld
Red Blue chair executed by Gerard A. van Groenekan. This chair was ordered by an American architect in 1965
but never made it to America and was put in storage. Almost fifty years later, the chair along with the original shipping
crate will arrive in the United States and be on display.
Another highlight is a ZigZag Table and six ZigZag chairs that were a gift of Bep Rietveld, the eldest child of
Gerrit Rietveld, to her son when he went abroad. The ‘buizen lamp’ above this table belonged to Bep Rietveld.

Gerrit Th. Rietveld

unused Red Blue chair, original transport crate, 1965
executed by G.A. van den Groenekan
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Piano Chair c. 1923
aquired in the 20's by the painter W. van Leusden

Gerrit Th. Rietveld

ZigZag Chair, Metz & Co, 1935 - 1950
red-stained elm, brass screws

Malden, 2011
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Provenance
Red Blue chair with crate
Amsterdam, October 5, 2011. The undersigned hereby certifies that the architect H. T. has purchased, in the early 60's, from Gerrit Rietveld
different Rietveld Furniture that was manufactured by GA van den Groenekan, who was responsible for the construction of most Rietveld's furniture.
This red / blue chair, originally intended for an American architect, I purchased in 1965. G. A. of Groenekan made especially for the shipment
of the chair to America a crate. The sale was eventually canceled, that's why I have purchased this chair. Since I already had a red / blue chair
in my possession, this chair was always preserved in this crate until its sale in October 2011. The chair is "as new" and never been used.
ZigZag tables with ZigZag chairs and hanging lamp
History: This historical perspective concerns 6 Zigzag chairs, 2 zigzag tables and a 3-tubes light designed by Gerrit T.Rietveld, resp. in the
periods 1932-34 and 1922. The furniture has been build in approx.. 1960 by Rietveld’s carpenter Gerard van den Groenenkan in de Bilt (NL)
as a present to Alphonso Johannes Seyler (Fons), son of Guus Seyler and Elisabeth (Bep) Rietveld – daughter of Gerrit T. Rietveld.
Fons and his Gerda Seyler-Rijkeboer left for Aurba to manage a cultural (music) centre, Cas di Cultura on Aruba.
Zigzag chairs: These 6 zigzag chairs have been build as one group and have been ordered around 1960 together with the 2 tables
and have been build by Van den Groenenkan. Gerrit T. Rietveld wanted to build (1932) a chair out of 1 standard size plate and still
be viewed as one line in the space. Rietveld considered the design a “construction joke”. Later the chair was considered the purest
synthesis of shape, function and construction in Rietveld’s line of designs. The final shape, the classical shape we all know, is a result of
numerous experiments in techniques and materials.
Zigzag tables: Table 1 is in full wood and (180x80 cm - 72x32 inch) Table 2 is also full wood (200x80 cm – 80x32 inch) but has been covered
with “formica” as an experiment to protect the table against the tropical climate of the Dutch Antilles. There was, after >10 years tropics,
little difference. The furniture returned, with the Family Seyler, in 1971 to the Netherlands and has always served as family furniture, as intended
by Gerrit T. Rietveld. It has hence been always in the possession of Fons Seyler, grandson of Gerrit T. Rietveld.
Three-tube Rietveld Light: The hanging-lamp has 3 tubular-light bulbs which are locked at both sides by black wooden square blocks. The
electricity is fed by copper beams protected by transparent tubes. The open structure and the independency of the vertical and horizontal
tubes create a similar composition as the typical furniture of Rietveld. The stucture hangs from a square wooden black surface that hangs
from the ceiling. The first tube is vertical, the second horizontal at approx. one third of the first tube, the third tube is also horizontal but in
right-angle with the second and at two-third of the first tube. This lamp is in the Family Seyler since Bep Rietveld passed away and is on the market
now because Fons Seyler and his wife passed away recently (resp.2010 and 2011) and the furniture should be used and not put is stock somewhere.
The furniture has been assessed, valuated and acquired by Frans Leidelmeijer in Amsterdam in the original house in Malden – the Netherlands.
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